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The documentation of software architecture traceability links is the foundation for many important architecture management
activities, such as verification and validation, reuse evaluation and impact analysis. In practice, the construction and maintenance
of traceability links is mostly manual, which is labor-intensive and error prone. Although the costs of manual traceability in
terms of the time, effort and money required can be mitigated by automated construction, the completeness and correctness
of traceability links tends to be negatively affected by automation in their creation and maintenance. This paper presents
a pattern language for construction and maintenance of software architecture traceability links to requirements and source
code. As a foundation for deriving the pattern language, we have performed systematic literature reviews, investigations of
traceability links for multiple open-source software systems, and empirical studies. In particular, we studied the nature of the
software architecture traceability phenomenon and its driving factors and impacts, as well as the methods that provide the
means to control software architecture traceability. The derived pattern language provides support for addressing multiple
decision categories for construction and maintenance of software architecture traceability links. To illustrate the patterns, their
application is shown in the context of constructing and maintaining traceability links for an open source framework for mobile
games.
CCS Concepts: •Software and its engineering → Software architectures; Documentation;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Software Architecture, Traceability Patterns, Grand Challenge 2 (Cost-Effective) and 4
(Trusted) of Traceability.

1. INTRODUCTION
The IEEE standard glossary of software engineering terminology defines traceability as “the degree to which
a relationship can be established between two or more products of the development process, especially
products having a predecessor-successor or master-subordinate relationship to one another” [IEEE 1990]. The
construction and maintenance of traceability links is mostly manual in practice, which is perceived as costly
in terms of the time, effort and money expended [Gotel et al. 2012]. Therefore, much of the current research
in software traceability aims at simplification of traceability construction and maintenance by reducing the
human effort required. The idea of semi-automatic traceability is to determine where manual intervention
is avoidable, reduce the required human involvement, and provide better guidance and tool support. In this
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context, model-driven support for eliciting and formalizing [Navarro and Cuesta 2008; Tran et al. 2011] as
well as capturing [Haitzer and Zdun 2012] software architecture traceability links can be achieved.
The constructed traceability links need to be maintained (continuously or on-demand) as a project evolves so
that up-to-date traceability links would be available when needed. The continuous maintenance of traceability
links can be triggered by changes to any of the software artefacts (e.g., architecture components) that, in
turn, can be triggered by changes to artefacts within a traceability chain (e.g., underlying requirements and
the code classes that implement the component). Semi-automatic support for such event-based maintenance
can also be achieved [Hammad et al. 2011; Buchgeher and Weinreich 2011; Mäder and Gotel 2012]. However,
the continuous maintenance of traceability links might not be a feasible solution in case of a substantial
evolution of a software system, such as a new major version in large real-world project, because the time
and effort required might be too high. In this particular case, on-demand reuse and evolution adaptation of
traceability links could be performed in the context of different versions of a software project.
Automated information retrieval and machine learning techniques, although helpful to a certain extent,
do not completely prevent from insufficient understanding and/or misunderstanding of traceability links,
resulting in the unconscious violations during the construction of traceability links. At present, the automated
approaches and tools can achieve a completeness of 90% at correctness levels of 5–30% [Antoniol et al. 2002;
Chen and Grundy 2011; Hayes et al. 2006; Lucia et al. 2007; Oliveto et al. ; Zou et al. 2010]. Note that the
completeness (recall) and correctness (precision) are well-known traceability measures, where recall is defined
as the percentage of correct links that are retrieved and precision is defined as the percentage of retrieved
links that are actually correct [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999; Harman 1992]. Further research has
shown that the problems with automated traceability cannot be completely eliminated after validation by a
human analyst [Cuddeback et al. 2010; Dekhtyar et al. 2011; Niu et al. 2013].
The architectural level is well suited for construction and maintenance of traceability links, as the software
architecture allows (early) reasoning on the quality attributes of the system [Clements et al. 2002] and the
software architecture not only describes the high-level structure and behaviour of the system, but also incorporates principles and decisions that determine the system’s development and its management [Bengtsson
et al. 2004]. To measure the quality attributes of the system, different software measures (metrics) are used.
Those metrics take into account the information contained in the architecture and other system artefacts as
well as in the corresponding traceability links (see below for details). Therefore, the way in which traceability links are constructed can influence the quality attributes of the system. This paper presents a pattern
language for construction and maintenance of software architecture traceability links to requirements and
source code. The pattern language is mined from the following sources:
(1) Two systematic literature reviews on (1) software architecture traceability approaches, tools [Javed and
Zdun 2014] and (2) architecture level software metrics [Stevanetic and Zdun 2015] have been performed.
The results reveal that the research in software architecture traceability has been primarily directed
towards new approaches and tools; however, less research focuses on analysing and quantifying the points
at which the potential violations in automated traceability would be resolved [Javed and Zdun 2014].
Our systematic mapping study on software metrics for architectural structures provides an overview
of the metrics for measuring different quality aspects, such as size, complexity, coupling, cohesion, and
modularization of those structures together with the information on how those metrics are used to
evaluate external quality attributes like maintainability or understandability [Stevanetic and Zdun 2015].
(2) For identification of potential architectural violation points and their resolutions as well as for the
purpose of conducting multiple empirical studies, traceability links for multiple open-source software
systems have been constructed. The construction of traceability links was a very time-consuming task
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that was completed over the course of three months by reviewing the available literature related to the
software systems and then we manually hunting for the features in the source code.
(3) Finally, a number of empirical investigations have been conducted. We have studied human analyst
performance in software architecture traceability as well as which software metrics can be used to predict
external software qualities with a special focus on understandability [Javed and Zdun a; b; c; Javed et al.
2015; Stevanetic et al. 2014; Stevanetic and Zdun 2014b].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces a motivating example for traceability of software architecture to requirements and source code. Section 3 describes the pattern language
for construction and maintenance of software architecture traceability links. We discuss the related work in
Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
The Soomla Android store1 allows mobile game developers to easier implement virtual currencies (tokens,
coins, gems, etc.), virtual goods and in-app purchases. The high-level architecture design of the Soomla
Android store Version 2.0 comprises of five components, named as StoreAssets, StoreController, DatabaseServices, GooglePlayBilling, and Security. In addition, two external components can be modeled: GooglePlayServer, the REST Web Services running at Google, and SQLLiteDatabase, the used database accessed
over JDBC. Figure 1 illustrates the traceability links of a component in the Soomla Android store architecture
to its underlying requirements and the code classes that implement the component. The use of traceability
links is considered critical for rigorous software development. For example, in order to find out whether the
software architecture implements all of the specified software requirements, all aspects of the architecture
need to be traceable to software requirements. To enable further analysis and make dependencies more explicit, the artefacts from the other activities of the development process, such as the implementation, would
also need to be linked to the established specifications.
In our previous work, we have shown that traceability links play an important role in better reasoning and
understanding of an architecture using Soomla as an object of study [Javed and Zdun b]. For the StoreController component highlighted in the figure, for example, these links help developers and maintainers
to identify changes by determining the artefacts that are affected by change and thus estimating the effort
for applying a particular change [Javed and Zdun c]. The calculation procedure for reuse evaluation, with a
focus on software architecture traceability links, is also carried out in a similar manner to the calculation of
the evolution analysis. Traceability links also support the verification and validation of software systems. In
this context, they provide the means to check whether the StoreController component is complete and consistent with the requirements and the source code. Note that the U.S. federal aviation administration (FAA)
and capability maturity model integration (CMMI) require similar traceability practices [Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics RTCA 1992; McClure 2011].

1 Soomla

is an open source framework that provides a software development kit for implementing every day virtual economy
operations in mobile games; see http://soom.la/.
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Requirements The SOOMLA Android store supports consumable items. The user is
expected to consume virtual goods and repurchase them. Tokens, coins and gems are
some examples of virtual currencies. To purchase the virtual goods, the static and
balance driven price models should be implemented. After some time, when the virtual
currency is insufficient, the user would have to purchase a virtual currency pack, such as
10 coins pack or 20 coins pack. The pack holds the virtual currency and its
corresponding price, i.e., the cost of the pack. SOOMLA also supports non-consumable
items that are expected to last forever. This type of goods will be used to implement
additional levels, a remove ads feature, or upgrading to a premium version of the game.
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Fig. 1: Traceability Links of a Component in the Soomla Android Store Architecture to its Underlying Requirements and the
Code Classes that Implement the Component

3. PATTERN LANGUAGE FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
TRACEABILITY LINKS
3.1

Pattern Language Overview

In this section, we describe our pattern language by providing a short summary for each pattern and providing
a pattern language map. The identified pattern language consists of five patterns:
—Initial traceability construction resolves the problem of establishing clear and straightforward
links as a first step towards cost-effective and trusted traceability construction. The link construction
not only focusses on textual similarity, but also on the adaptation and reorganization of principle classes
based on their relationships, in order to achieve conformance with the architectural components and their
interconnections.
—Traceability completion resolves the construction of an entire set of traceability links utilizing an
initial set of traceability links. Accordingly, this process focuses on classification scores with an explicit
consideration of the architectural conformance.
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—Continuous traceability maintenance helps in maintaining traceability links in case of small evolutionary changes captured as change events. The evolutionary changes that require traceability update are
recorded and used to find a match with performed maintenance activities.
—On-demand traceability maintenance is used to perform an overall update of previously established
traceability links to the new version of a software project. It focuses on component-to-component features
for identification and prioritization of previous traceability links constructed using the traceability
completion pattern, which are then used to perform reuse and adaptation of traceability links based on
the matches and mismatches, respectively.
—Traceability quality checks resolves the problem of reduced external system qualities affected by
the way in which the component architecture is partitioned and the traceability links are constructed. The
pattern aims at improving the quality of the component architecture partitioning so that desired external
system qualities are improved. External system qualities are estimated using software metrics that can be
calculated from the system itself taking into account the traceability information. Estimated qualities and
metrics are used as a guide to step by step improve the quality of the component model.
Figure 2 shows a pattern language overview diagram. The relationships among the elements of the diagram
are represented by the labelled arrows.
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Fig. 2: An Overview of the Pattern Language

3.2

Pattern: Initial Traceability Construction

You want to construct an initial set of traceability links between software architecture and other artefacts
produced in the requirements and implementation activities of the development process.
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qqq
How can you identify an initial set of traceability links for each architectural component in
order to provide a basis for the traceability construction process?
The inability to achieve an initial set of correct traceability links leads towards reduced correctness and
proliferation of links in automated traceability approaches and tools. Hints for constructing the initial set
of traceability links can be detected for instance through the textual information, such as using the same or
similar names. However, the violations of architectural conformance (i.e., absences and divergences) need to
be identified and resolved.
qqq
An initial set of traceability links is established with a focus on constructing the clear and
straightforward links as a first step towards cost-effective and trusted traceability construction.
The initial traceability construction pattern not only focusses on the textual similarity, but
also on the adaptation and reorganization of main classes based on their relationships, in order
to achieve conformance with the architectural components and their interconnections.
The functionality required and provided by a component is often specified in the software architecture
models and source code classes as interface interactions. However, there is also the possibility that the
interfaces are not modelled and/or unavailable in the software implementation. If interfaces are available in
the software implementation, the probabilities can be propagated across implements-relationships and the
interface calls made through the instance references. The classes that implement an interface define their
own behaviour within the component (i.e., a provided interface) whereas the classes calling an interface
indicates the requiring connected component (i.e., a required interface). If interfaces are not available in the
project implementation, the classes with 2-3 times higher relationships than average should be taken into
consideration first. In this context, the software architecture needs to be preprocessed to capture constituent
elements and their interconnections; whereas the source code is preprocessed to extract the dependency,
association, generalization and realization relationships. Besides that, indicator terms in the requirements,
software architecture and source code classes are extracted. The initial traceability construction
pattern not only focuses on “textual similarity”, but also on “adaptation and reorganization of main classes
based on their relationships” in order to achieve “conformance with the architectural components and their
interconnections”. In this context, the possible causes of non-conformance (i.e., absences and divergences)
need to be detected and resolved. An absence is the violation that a relation is described in the architectural
model, but not reflected in the source code. A divergence is the violation that a relation is not modelled in
the architectural model, but exists in the source code. In the context of machine learning, a training dataset
can be developed to support the identification and analysis of the initial traceability links. An overview of
the initial traceability construction pattern is presented in Figure 3.
We have conducted a controlled experiment on human analyst performance for different kinds of traceability
links to find out whether an initial set of correct links for each architectural component is better than an
almost complete traceability links with a reduced correctness [Javed et al. 2015]. The participants with the
initial set of correct links reveal a focus on a traceability-based assessment process, which was mainly driven
by exploring the imports and source code packages of the main classes. However, the participants provided
with nearly complete but highly imprecise links generated using an information retrieval based tool focus
on finding out the correct traceability links. It was hard for them to further explore the remaining set of
relevant links. The evaluation of the experiment showed that the highest completeness and correctness of
elements can be achieved using an initial set of correct links compared to the nearly complete but highly
imprecise links.
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Phase 1: Preprocessing
Step 1.1: The structural information is extracted from the software architecture models and the source code. Besides
that, the indicator terms in the requirements, software architecture and source code classes are extracted

Phase 2: Construction of initial traceability links between architectural models and the source code
Step 2.1: Perform information retrieval
analysis for matched indicator terms

Step 2.2: Adaptation and reorganization of principle classes based on
their relationships to achieve the architectural conformance

Phase 3: Construction of initial traceability links to the underlying requirements
Step 3.1: Construct the initial traceability links to the underlying requirements based on the analysis of indicator terms that are
extracted from the traced artefacts related to specific component
Fig. 3: An overview of the initial traceability construction pattern

Let us consider the example of the Soomla Android store Version 2.0. The construction of an initial set of
traceability links between the Soomla Android store architecture and its underlying requirements and the
implementation classes can be reflected in three constituent steps:
Step 1: The software architecture is pre-processed to capture the StoreController, GooglePlayBilling, Security, DatabaseServices and StoreAssets components, and their interconnections; whereas the analysis of
relationships between source code classes leads to the selection of nine classes with ten or more relationships: StoreController, StoreInfo, BillingService, Security, AESObfuscator, VirtualGoodsStorage, StorageManager, VirtualCurrencyStorage and VirtualGood. Besides that, the indicator terms from the requirements,
software architecture and source code classes are extracted.
Step 2: The selected classes are mapped to the architectural components in a systematic manner to achieve
conformance with the architectural components and their interconnections as shown in Figure 4. The
information retrieval analysis indicates that the StoreController, BillingService and Security classes can
be mapped to the StoreController, GooglePlayBilling and Security components, respectively. The analysis of relationship paths further confirms that the StoreController class cannot be mapped to any of
the components easily. In this context, the class with highest relationships is mapped to the component
connected with all the extracted components. It is detected that the BillingService class has relationships
with the StoreController and Security classes, which confirms the mapping of this particular class to the
GooglePlayBilling component. The AESObfuscator class has relationships with the Security, StoreInfo,
StorageManager, VirtualGoodsStorage and VirtualCurrencyStorage classes. As the relationships between
classes reflect the architectural components and their interconnections, the StoreInfo class is mapped to
the StoreController component, while the Security and AESObfuscator classes are mapped to the Security
component. Furthermore, the StorageManager, VirtualGoodsStorage and VirtualCurrencyStorage classes
are mapped to the DatabaseServices component due to the mutual term ‘Storage’ and their relationships.
Similarly, the VirtualGood class is mapped to the StoreAssets component.
Step 3: The links to underlying requirement should be constructed based on the analysis of indicator terms
in the traced artefacts related to specific component. For example, the ‘Google’, ‘Play’, ‘Billing’ and
‘Service’ terms – extracted from the GooglePlayBilling component and BillingService class – provide the
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means for identification of the following corresponding text: “the android-store-google-play can be selected
as the default billing service plugin.”
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Fig. 4: Alignment of source code classes in terms of the architectural conformance

Multiple traceability approaches and tools require initial traceability links from the developers to produce
better results [Nguyen et al. 2005; ?; ?]. In this context, the machine learning techniques require training
dataset from the developers, and therefore tends to provide better results than information retrieval techniques. The inability to achieve the initial set of correct traceability links lead towards reduced correctness
and proliferation of links in automated traceability approaches and tools.
3.3

Pattern: Traceability completion

You want to construct the entire traceability links between a software architecture and other artefacts
produced in the requirements and implementation activities of the development process.
qqq
How can you transform a set of initial traceability links into an entire set of traceability links
by determining a preferred candidate solution?
After constructing the initial traceability links, the hints for entire traceability links can be detected through
the classification scores and architectural violations. Therefore, the main reason of first constructing the principal traceability links is that the probabilities for the least dependent artefacts could be later changed.
qqq
The initial set of traceability links can be used as an active countermeasure to arbitrarily
making traceability decisions and to maintain and preserve the trust in further traceability
construction. In particular, it helps in assignment of classification scores with an explicit consideration of the architectural conformance.
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The construction of traceability links is not an essential part of project planning and management in general, and therefore often tackled in isolation when needed in projects, rather than built into the software
development lifecycle. The exemptions are model-driven development and formal development processes in
which the transformations provide essential support for traceability. The initial set of identified links provide
a basis for analysing and evaluating the likelihood of unconstructured traceability links. A main reason of
first constructing the principal traceability links is that the probabilities for the least dependent artefacts
could be later changed.
In the traceability completion process, the classes that tend to be linked to the same components, for
example, related by «extends» relationships with the traced classes can be first handled. In the subsequent
step, the classes with similar indicator terms can be taken into consideration. Finally, the undetected classes
are mapped based on higher relationships with a class(es) in specific component. Most importantly, the
“classification scores” and “architectural violations” have to be considered for mapping to the corresponding
components. As with the initial traceability construction pattern, the indicator terms in the traced
artefacts related to specific component are used to identify the underlying requirements. An overview of the
traceability completion pattern is presented in Figure 5.

Phase 1: Initial Traceability links
Step 1.1: The initial set of traceability links can be used as an active countermeasure to arbitrarily making
traceability decisions and to maintain and preserve the trust in further traceability construction

Phase 2: Complete the traceability links between architectural models and the source code
Step 2.1: Identify the classes
that tend to be linked to the
same components

Step 2.2: Perform information
retrieval analysis for matched
indicator terms

Step 2.3: Compute the classification
scores and architectural violations with
a class(es) in specific component

Phase 3: Complete the traceability links to the underlying requirements
Step 3.1: Complete the traceability links to the underlying requirements based on the analysis of indicator terms that are
extracted from the traced artefacts related to specific component
Fig. 5: An overview of the traceability completion pattern

Two of the empirical investigations have shown that architecture-level software understanding [Javed and
Zdun b] and evolution analysis [Javed and Zdun c] tasks are significantly better performed when providing
traceability links, whereas no significant differences with regard to the experience of the participants are
observed [Javed and Zdun b]. Another study has shown that traceability is more important in larger software
systems [Javed and Zdun a]. In these particular studies, the completion of traceability links was based on
the analysis of initial traceability links.
Let us consider the initial set of traceability links constructed for the Soomla Android store Version 2.0.
The completion of traceability links is performed in a particular manner: The VirtualGood, VirtualCurrency,
VirtualCurrencyPack and NonConsumableItem classes «extends» AbstractVirtualItem class. Furthermore,
the StaticPriceModel and BalanceDrivenPriceModel classes «extends» AbstractPriceModel class. Based on
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the classification scores and no violation of the architectural model, they are mapped to the StoreAssets component. The analysis of indicator terms identified fourteen candidate classes, in which the KeyValueDatabase
and StoreDatabase classes, detected based on the ‘Database’ term are mapped to the DatabaseServices
component due to the higher score and architectural conformance. In addition, the KeyValueStorage and
NonConsumeableItemStorage classes, detected based on the ‘Storage’ term are mapped to the DatabaseServices component. It is detected that the relationships of six remaining classes are covered with the mapped
classes. Besides that, another nine classes are mapped based on the analysis of classification scores and architectural conformance. The identification of underlying requirements is based on the matched indicator
terms with the traced artefacts related to a specific component.
Asuncion et al. [Asuncion et al. 2010] propose an architecture-centric approach to support traceability between architecture models in the ArchStudio tool and other architecture artefacts, including Web Sites, PDF
files, Word files, Powerpoint presentations, and Excel spreadsheets. This traceability link recording approach
is combined with topic modelling, a widely-used machine learning technique for automatically inferring semantic topics from a text corpus. Mirakhorli and Cleland-Huang [Mirakhorli et al. 2012] utilizes information
retrieval and machine learning methods to train a classifier (e.g., training with tactic descriptions and code
snippets), to detect the tactic-related classes. However, the probabilistic classifier computes the weight scores
to evaluate the likelihood of unconstructed traceability link.
3.4

Pattern: Continuous Traceability Maintenance

You want to perform continuous maintenance of software architecture traceability links in response to smaller
evolutionary changes in requirements, architecture design or source code.
qqq
How can you maintain software architecture traceability links for smaller evolutionary changes
by reducing the human effort required?
Traceability links need to be maintained as a project evolves so that up-to-date traceability links would
be available when needed. In this context, three types of change can be considered: (i) the changes that
have no impact on the related elements, (ii) the changes that have impact on the related elements, but do
not require structural changes and (iii) the change that have impact on the related element and, due to
changes in the structure, also on traceability links. On the one hand, the automated reconstruction of all
traceability links upon modifications in development artefacts lead towards problems caused by overwriting
manual changes. On the other hand, the manual maintenance of traceability links is labour-intensive and
error-prone; in particular, it comprises of recognizing the maintenance task, navigating the relevant software
artefacts and performing the required changes.
qqq
The evolutionary changes can be monitored to capture the change events. In particular, they
are matched with the predefined rules to direct the update of impacted traceability links. Each
rule contains a name, description and alternative ways to perform the particular activity.
The constructed traceability links need to be maintained as a project evolves; otherwise, they get lost or represent false links. A step by step degradation of traceability links lead towards traceability decay. The idea of
the continuous traceability maintenance pattern is to continuously monitor the evolutionary changes
in order to update the impacted traceability links immediately following changes of the traced artefacts.
The continuous maintenance of traceability links is triggered by changes to any of the software artefacts
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(e.g., architecture component) that, in turn, can be triggered by changes to artefacts within a traceability
chain (e.g., underlying requirements and the code classes that implement the component). To update the
traceability links, the nature of change should be analysed to determine what updates are necessary. Six
types of changes require traceability update: (i) adding an element, (ii) deleting an element, (iii) replacing an
element, (iv) merging several elements into one whole, (v) splitting an element into parts, and (vi) modifying
an element by adding or removing parts.
This can be realized by observing these change events: In order to perform the continuous maintenance of
traceability links, an event generator recognizes the changes in software assets, whereas the rules are used to
retrieve the impacted links and define updates for links.
Event-based support for updating traceability links is for instance integrated in ARTiSAN Studio2 and Sparx
Enterprise Architect3 to handle the necessary elementary change events and permit for the manipulation of
traceability relations from outside the tool.
3.5

Pattern: On-Demand Traceability Maintenance

You want to perform on-demand maintenance of software architecture traceability links in the context of
different versions of a software project.
qqq
How can you perform an overall update of traceability links in response to substantial evolution
of a software system?
In case of a substantial evolution of a software system, such as a new major version, the traceability links
often need to be constructed again. Just consider the effort in large scale, maybe even highly distributed
software projects for such large changes: Redoing the complete work that went into the first construction
of an entire traceability link set should be avoided. For instance, in this context, the automated approaches
and tools re-generate all traceability links and require validation (assuring credibility) of final traceability
links from the developers.
qqq
The extracted features of a new component are used to detect the previous traceability links
related to the particular component, which are then used to perform reuse and adaptation of
traceability links based on the matches and mismatches, respectively.
After a substantial evolution of a software system, such as a new major version, the previous traceability
links become outdated. The on-demand traceability maintenance pattern concerns overall update of
traceability links in the context of different versions of a software project. In order to reuse and adapt the
traceability links in the context of different versions of a software project, the pre-existing traceability links
need to be organized as cases. Each traceability case consists of two parts: problem description and solution.
The former describes the components as software architecture elements and their interconnections, while the
later contains the traceability links to artefacts produced in the other activities of the development process,
such as requirements and implementation. Afterwards, the extracted features of a new component are used
to identify and prioritize the similar cases, i.e., a set of candidate components whose characteristics/features
match with the new architectural component. For reuse and adaptation of traceability links, three aspects
2 http://www.atego.com/de/download-center/products/category/artisan-studio/
3 http://www.sparxsystems.de/sitemap/
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are considered: exactly matched traceability links, partially matched traceability links and unmatched traceability links. The already verified traceability links from the past (i.e., reused links) in both matched and
partially matched cases might be omitted from validation. That is, only newly constructed traceability links
for evolutionary changes would be made available to human analyst for validation. The unchanged traceability links, if available, should be used as an active countermeasure to arbitrarily making traceability decisions,
and to maintain and preserve the trust in further traceability construction. The reuse and adaptation is performed in four steps: (i) reuse the traceability links for matched component requirements and code classes,
(ii) an information retrieval analysis is performed based on the indicator terms for variations in architectural
components, requirements and undetected classes, (iii) the ‘function name’ and ‘global variable’ dependencies
of reused classes are computed, and (iv) the mutual and tightly coupled links are adapted. The adapted (i.e.,
newly constructed) traceability links can be verified by a human analyst and stored in the dedicated case
base for future problem solving situation. An overview of the on-demand traceability maintenance
pattern is presented in Figure 6.

Phase 1: Case-based representation of software traceability
Step 1.1: Organizing the components as software architecture elements and their interconnections (problem description)
and traceability links to requirements and the source code (solution)

Phase 2: Similarity assessment and retrieval of stored traceability cases
Step 2.1: Extraction of component features
from a new architecture version

Step 2.2: Comparative analysis of component-to-component features
for identification and prioritization of stored traceability cases

Phase 3: Reuse and adaptation of traceability links at the architectural level
Step 3.1: Reuse of traceability
links for the matched component
requirements and code classes

Step 3.2: Compute function name and
global variable dependencies of reused
classes for evolutionary changes

Step 3.3: Perform information
retrieval analysis for variation
in all indicator terms

Step 3.4: Adapt the
mutual and tightly
coupled links

Phase 4: Revision and retention of traceability links
Step 4.1: Validate the adapted
traceability links

Step 4.2: Store the traceability links
for future problem solving situation

Fig. 6: An overview of the on-demand traceability maintenance pattern

Let us consider the reuse and adaptation of StoreAssets traceability links of the Soomla Android store Version
2.0 to the Version 3.6.17: The extracted features of the StoreAssets component are used to measure the
component-to-component similarities with the previous components located in the case-base. Consequently,
a traceability case related to the particular component in Version 2.0 is selected because of the highest
similarity score (S im = 9.5) compared to other components. In order to reuse the previous traceability
links, the solution part of retrieved case is matched against the textual requirements and the code classes
of the Version 3.6.17. Afterwards, for adaptation of traceability links, the function name and global variable
dependencies of the reused classes, as well as the information retrieval analysis based on the variation in
architectural components, requirements and undetected classes is performed.
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The first underlying requirement of the retrieved StoreAssets component is partially matched with the listed
textual requirement in Version 3.6.17, the price models are no longer supported; however, a reward feature
is introduced. Accordingly, three classes (AbstractPriceModel, StaticPriceModel and BalanceDrivenPriceModel ) are not detected and four source code classes (VirtualCurrency, VirtualCurrencyPack, VirtualItemNotFoundException and JSONConsts) are reused. In the partially matched case, both reuse and adaptation
needs to be performed. The adaptation of traceability links for a particular requirement is performed in
three steps. First, the function name and global variable dependencies of reused classes are computed, which
leads to the identification of eleven classes. Second, the information retrieval analysis based on the indicator
terms in new requirement text is performed, which leads to the identification of nine classes. This covers the
variation in new component description. Besides that, the undetected classes are not used for adaptation as
the indicator terms in excluded requirement text are matched with the deleted classes. Finally, the mutual
and tightly coupled classes (BadgeReward, RandomReward, Reward, SequenceReward, VirtualItemReward,
Schedule, SoomlaEntity and JSONFactory) are linked with the requirement in Version 3.6.17. Note that the
adaptation process correctly identified all the classes realizing the particular requirement within a StoreAssets
component.
The second requirement of the retrieved StoreAssets component is exactly matched with the listed textual
requirement of the Version 3.6.17; whereas two source code classes (VirtualCategory and VirtualGood ) are
reused and three classes (AbstractVirtualItem, GoogleMarketItem and NonConsumeableItem) are not detected. In the adaptation process, the function name and global variable dependencies of the reused classes
are first computed. This led to the identification of five classes, in which four of the classes are strongly
linked as means of «extends» relationship. The information retrieval-based analysis for indicator terms of
undetected classes is later performed, which leads to the identification of twelve classes. To perform rather
targeted adaptation, the mutual terms in all undetected classes, if available, would be used for the recovery.
Finally, the mutual and tightly coupled classes are linked with the second requirement of the StoreAssets
component. This process identified all the classes realizing the particular requirement of the StoreAssets
component.
3.6

Pattern: Traceability Quality Checks

You want to improve external system qualities (e.g. analysability, maintainability) that are affected by the
way the component architecture is partitioned and the traceability links are constructed. You have already
created the complete traceability links between the given system’s architecture and its source code.
qqq
How can you improve the quality of the component architecture partitioning using traceability
links so that desired external system qualities are improved?
The above given traceability construction techniques do not take into account the impact of generated
traceability links on external software qualities. Therefore, they cannot foresee how external system qualities
are affected by created traceability links. Furthermore, the rules used in the given traceability construction
techniques often negatively affect external system qualities. For example, a rule that uses the dependencies
among the source code classes might assign too many classes to one component and not enough to another
one that would poorly affect the architecture level system analysability4 .
qqq
4 The

system should be decomposed into a limited number of components of roughly the same size in order to improve its
analysability [Bouwers et al. 2011a].
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Estimate external system qualities using appropriate software metrics that can be extracted
from the system itself. Use the quality estimations as a guide to step by step improve the
quality of the component architecture partitioning based on traceability links.
To find relationships between external system qualities and software metrics used to describe the system
itself, various techniques can be used. Some of the examples include empirical studies where the subjects
performances or ratings are used to measure external qualities that are further correlated with software
metrics, careful manual examinations of qualities that are then linked with the metrics values, etc. For an
overview please have a look at a mapping study provided by Stevanetic et al. [Stevanetic and Zdun 2015].
This mapping study provides a systematic review of software metrics that can be used to estimate or predict
external qualities of higher level architectural structures. Several external qualities like maintainability, bug
severity, modularization, integrability, reusability, etc. have been studied (see [Stevanetic and Zdun 2015] for
more details). In addition to the given studies there exist several empirical studies on software metrics that
can be used to measure the understandability of architectural components [Stevanetic et al. 2014; Stevanetic
and Zdun 2014b].
Based on the calculated software metrics, we can estimate a desired external quality. The calculations of
metrics as well as external qualities can be fully automated, based on the traceability information. Estimating
an external quality implies that a quality can be evaluated by assigning it an absolute or relative value. An
example for the absolute value of a quality would be that the analysability level of the system is 0.23 while an
example for the relative value would be the distribution of the values of some metric among the components
in the architecture so that an analyst can highlight the components with very high or very low metric values
that poorly affect a desired external quality.
To apply the traceability quality checks pattern, an analyst should examine the metrics values affecting an unacceptably high or low value for the measured quality (e.g. response time for assessing the
understandability) and change the component architecture partitioning (e.g. by assigning some classes to a
new component or tweaking traceability links by removing unnecessary links, introducing new links or modifying them) in order to improve the situation. Changing the component architecture partitioning cannot
be done arbitrarily. For example, moving classes that directly implement the functionalities provided by a
certain component to some other component does not make sense. By gradually performing the changes,
an analyst can observe the changes in an observed quality and therefore pursue the improvements, until a
desired quality level is achieved. Performing the changes involves a manual effort, i.e. the participation of
an analyst who should consider which changes would make sense. For example, an analyst can change the
component model by dividing a given component into two or pursue some source code changes in order to
enable the appropriate creation of traceability links that would improve an observed external quality. Based
on what we explained above, this pattern can be semi-automated, i.e. the calculations of the metrics and
external qualities can be fully automated while performing the changes and improvements requires a manual
effort. An overview of the traceability quality checks pattern is presented in Figure 7.
Here we provide an example of how the traceability quality checks pattern can be used in case of
Soomla Android store Version 2.0. Assume that the initial component view of the system is the one shown in
the left side of Figure 9. In applying the traceability quality checks pattern, we focus on improving the
analysability quality characteristic. Namely, Bouwers et al. found that the components should be balanced
in size in order to facilitate the system’s analysability (location of possible failures/bugs in the system)
[Bouwers et al. 2011b]. In our case, instead of components’ size we consider the effort required to understand
a component (i.e. the understandability effort) which provides better analysability estimation. For more
information on how to calculate the understandability effort for a component, please have a look at the
following empirical studies [Stevanetic and Zdun 2014a; 2014b; 2016].
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Phase 1: Estimation of external quality(ies)
Step 1.1: Calculation of software metrics
required to estimate desired external qualities

Step 1.2: Estimation of desired external qualities, based on the
calculated metrics, using the corresponding techniques

Phase 2: Identification of improvement points
Step 2.1: Identification of unacceptably high and/or low quality values and their influential factors, i.e. the metrics
indicators that affected those unacceptable quality values

Phase 3: Changing the component model and/or traceability links
Step 3.1: Adaptation of the component model and/or traceability links by an analyst who should consider which
changes would make sense

Fig. 7: An Overview of the traceability quality checks Pattern
Understandability Effort
(initial component view)
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(adapted component view)
30
25
20
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10
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Fig. 8: Understandability Effort for the Initial and Adapted Component Views
To improve the analysability of the initial component view, we have performed the steps described in Figure
7 with respect to the studied example:
Step 1: Using the automatically generated complete traceability links for the initial component view, we
calculate the analysability of the system, using the metric proposed by Bouwers et al. [Bouwers et al.
2011b]. As mentioned above, instead of components’ size, we calculate the understandability effort required
to understand a component, using the metric proposed in [Stevanetic and Zdun 2014b]. The distribution of
the understandability effort among the components is shown in Figure 8. The corresponding analysability
metric is 0.33.
Step 2: As we can see from Figure 8, in the initial component view the understandability effort is unevenly
distributed over the components which decreases the analysability of the system. For instance, Component
DatabaseServices requires very high effort to be understood compared to Component StoreAssets. After
examining the traceability links, we find that 18 classes are assigned to Component DatabaseServices
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compared to 10 classes that are assigned to Component StoreAssets. Therefore, possible improvement
points would be to reassign the classes from Component DatabaseServices to some other components or
to divide it into several smaller components.
Step 3: After careful examination of the traceability links, we find that the following changes can be applied in order to improve the analysability: 5 classes from Component DatabaseServices (AESObfuscator,
Base64DecoderExeption, Base64, ObscuredSharedPreferences, and Editor ) can be regrouped into a new
component CryptDecrypt and Class Security can be moved from Component GooglePlayBilling to new
Component CryptDecrypt. After the given changes, the analyzability of the system is improved to 0.5. The
distribution of the understandability effort for the adapted component view is shown in the right side of
Figure 8, while the adapted component view is shown in the right side of Figure 9.
Initial Component View

StoreAssets

AssetsInfo

Assets

Adapted Component View

«database»
SQLLiteDatabase
«jdbc»

StoreControler

DatabaseServices

StoreAssets

AssetsInfo

«database»
SQLLiteDatabase

Assets

«jdbc»

StoreControler

DatabaseServices
Storage

Storage
EncriptDecrypt

Obfuscator

BillingAccess

BillingAccess

Preferences
GooglePlayBilling
«rest»

«RESTWebService»
GooglePlayServer

CryptDecrypt

GooglePlayBilling
Security
«rest»
«RESTWebService»
GooglePlayServer

Fig. 9: Initial and Adapted Component Views
In terms of known uses, there exist several approaches and software tools that provide support for the estimation of external system qualities, based on software metrics calculations that utilize the traceability
information among architectural structures and system implementation (for an overview please refer to [Stevanetic and Zdun 2015]). For example, Bhattacharya et al. [Bhattacharya et al. 2012] showed how graph-based
metrics can be used to predict bug severity, maintenance effort and defect-prone releases. Gupta et al. [Gupta
and Chhabra 2009] presented package coupling metrics that show strong correlation with the package understandability. Hwa et al. [Hwa et al. 2009] proposed a hierarchical metrics model to assess understandability
of modularization in large-scale object-oriented software. Ma et al. [Ma et al. 2010] proposed a hierarchical
set of metrics in terms of coupling and cohesion for measuring the complexity at various levels of granularity, i.e. graph, class (and object) and source code. Empirical evaluations of these metrics indicated that
they complement well traditional software metrics and provide more useful information about fault-prone
classes. Sarkar et al. [Sarkar et al. 2008] discussed a set of metrics that can be used to characterize large
object-oriented software systems with regard to the quality of modularization. The modularization quality
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is assessed with respect to the APIs of the modules as well as with respect to the object-oriented intermodule dependencies caused by inheritance, associational relationships, state access violations, fragile base-class
design, etc. In a broader context, metrics based quality improvement is very often used to improve different
business objectives (e.g. sales, marketing, or production). In that context, business dashboards are today
used as the most important part of Business Performance Management (BPM) [Few 2006]. They capture an
organization’s key performance indicators (KPIs) and enable informed decisions for quality improvements to
be made, based on those KPIs [Few 2006].
4. RELATED WORK
There are a few studies that consider patterns for software traceability. The research in [Delgoshaei and Austin
2012] focuses on understanding the role of software patterns (e.g., model-view-controller) and mixtures of
graph and tree visualization for ontology-enabled traceability of requirements to elements of finite-state
machine behaviour (e.g., actions, states, transitions and guard conditions). The patterns for solving the
requirement to component tractability problems in agile development processes are proposed [Ghazarian
2008]. In particular, traceability is achieved as a result of the source code conformance to a set of traceability
patterns.
The proposed softgoal traceability patterns can be used during the goal analysis phase in order to support
the generation of architectural design elements [Fletcher and Cleland-Huang 2006]. The architect can select a
predefined pattern to transform it into a UML class diagram. The generated diagram can be later modified by
changing the visual layout, adding additional classes, and even changing existing ones; however, the architect
will be warned of the potential modification conflicts that impact the goals of the system. In this context,
these patterns provide bidirectional traceability for monitoring the compliance of an architectural design to
its stated goals.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents a pattern language for construction and maintenance of software architecture traceability
links to requirements and source code. It was mined from the following resources: First, systematic literature
reviews on software architecture traceability approaches, tools and architecture level software metrics have
been performed. Second, for identification of potential architectural violation points and their resolutions,
software architecture traceability links for multiple open-source software systems have been constructed.
The construction of traceability links was a very time-consuming task that was completed over the course
of three months. Third, the empirical investigations on human analyst performance in software architecture
traceability and metrics have been performed. We have then actively searched for more known uses for each
pattern in the literature and tool landscape. That is, our five patterns have been mined from a broader set
of sources than only software tools, as many of the existing traceability practices are still a research topic.
It was our goal to find those practices in the field that are mature and can be recommended for practical
adoption or have been adopted in practices already. For future work we plan to build a catalogue of guidelines
as best practices for traceability reuse and adaptation across projects, organizations, domains, product lines
and supporting tools.
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